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Abstract

Private benefits of control distort the risk choices of owner-managers. In particular,

when riskier projects entail a larger increase in cash flow than in private benefits (if

successful), (more) equity financing renders the owner-manager (more) conservative,

which lowers both expected payoff and pledgeable income. This novel cost of outside

equity can be mitigated by issuing risky debt. In fact, risky debt and outside equity are

complements for implementing a given risk choice, and an appropriately chosen mix of

debt and equity allows the owner-manager to commit to the ex ante optimal risk level.

Thus, our model provides a rationale for the co-existence of risky debt and outside

equity derived from a simple risk choice problem in the presence of private benefits.
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1 Introduction

Since the seminal contribution of Jensen and Meckling (1976), four decades of academic

literature have explored the link between investment financing and risk choices. Investment

risk profile is of importance to both shareholders and debtholders and, to this extent, several

mechanisms aimed at influencing/controlling risk choices have been proposed by the litera-

ture. From the shareholder’s standpoint, executive compensation can be used as an efficient

mechanism to overcome managerial risk aversion and incentivize optimal risk-taking (see for

example Knopf, Nam and Thornton (2002) and Brockman, Martin and Unlu (2010)).1 From

the debtholder’s standpoint, contractual provisions such as covenants (Smith and Warner

(1979)), maturity (Leland and Toft (1996)) and performance sensitive debt (Bhanot and

Mello (2006)) are some of the mechanisms that can be used to keep risk choices in check.

Most debt contracts contain covenants (Roberts and Sufi (2009)), restrictions on capital

expenditures are common (Nini, Smith and Sufi (2009)) and creditors tend to exercise their

control rights following covenant violations by increasing interest rates, requiring additional

collateral, restricting the availability of credit and restricting investment (Chava and Roberts

(2008) and Roberts and Sufi (2009)).2 However, these contractual provisions imply a trans-

fer of control, across all corporate policies including governance, between shareholders and

debtholders and come at a cost of control benefits well before firms enter default(Nini, Smith

and Sufi (2012)). Therefore, both risk and control considerations are important for the cap-

ital structure choice.

This paper proposes a new, alternative reason as to why an owner-managed firm issues

risky debt and rationalizes the co-existence of risky debt and outside equity in a simple

model of a risk choice in the presence of private benefits. Private benefits of control have

been well established in the finance literature, common to both the management (Stulz (1988)

and Pagano and Volpin (2005)) and controlling owners (Barclay and Holderness (1989) and

Dyck and Zingales (2004)). While the existence of private benefits is well accepted, their

functional form remains open to debate. In contrast to the existing literature which treats

private benefits as an exogenous constant parameter, we consider cases where private benefits

may be concave, linear or convex in cashflows. In our base case specification, the owner-

1Specifically, Low (2009) and Coles, Daniel and Naveen (2006) point out that compensation schemes with
higher vega encourage risk-taking and higher leverage. Sundaram and Yermack (2007) show that incentives
stemming from the inside debt in executive compensation affect project risk and capital structure. In general,
performance sensitive managerial pay is shown to be related to both the firm risk and the capital structure
choice (see Carlson and Lazrak (2010).

2Relatedly, regulatory changes that introduce fiduciary duty towards creditors (Becker and Strömberg
(2012)) or enable incumbent management to remain in control during bankruptcy proceedings (Schoenherr
(2017)) are also shown to affect risk choices and leverage.
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manager’s concave private benefits make her too conservative relative to the ex-ante optimal

risk choice.3 Once the external equity is issued, owner-manager’s payoff sensitivity due

to private benefits out-weights those stemming from lower equity ownership reducing the

owner-manager’s incentives to take on risk, giving rise to a time-inconsistency problem. In

this scenario, the ex-post conservative risk choice emerges as a new agency cost of outside

equity and is parallel to that identified by Jensen and Meckling (1976), that is, outside equity

dilutes incentives to exert effort and respectively create value.

This conservatism is consistent with extant empirical evidence. Insiders are willing to

forgo some positive NPV projects in order to preserve their private benefits (John, Litov

and Leung (2008)) and family owners have preference for lower risk, due to the existence

of amenity potential, by investing more in capital expenditures but less in R&D (Anderson,

Duru, and Reeb (2009) and Boubaker, Nguyen and Rouatbi (2016) while maintaining con-

servative leverage policies (Strebulaev and Yang (2013))).4 To counteract the conservative

risk policy, the owner-manager resorts to issuance of risky debt because, as in Jensen and

Meckling (1976), leverage generates an incentive for equity to take on risk. However, in our

setting the risk-taking incentives are, up to some point, beneficial since they offset the owner-

manager’s risk avoidance induced by outside equity. Concave private benefits also imply that

risk-shifting, in the sense of excessive risk-taking, never occurs and that the owner-manager

never takes on more risk than what is ex-ante optimal. That is, with risky debt and outside

equity the owner-manager is able to implement the ex-ante optimal risk choice. Barclay and

Holderness (1989) report that individuals not only pay higher control premiums for firms

with higher cash holdings and lower stock variance but also for firms with higher leverage,

ceteris paribus.

In our model the outside equity and risky debt distort the owner-manager’s risk choice in

the opposite directions, outside equity and risky debt are complements for implementing a

given risk choice. The complementarity result implies that outside equity allows firms to take

on more financial leverage. Robb and Robinson (2014) show that as growing entrepreneurial

firms mature, fraction of capital provided by outside debt increases while the inside ownership

falls. Furthermore, complementary also entails that the cost of debt does not only depend

on the leverage ratio or the absolute amount of debt but also on the fraction of equity held

3We model private benefits net of costs to the owner-manager, which is equivalent to assuming convex
cost technology. Michaely, Rossi and Weber (2018) in their analysis of the informational content of dividends
make the same assumption, that is, private benefits are concave in cashflows. Barclay and Holderness (1989)
provide some empirical evidence on the shape of private benefits. In their analysis of common equity block
transactions, dollar value of private benefits are concave in firm size(market value of firm’s equity).

4This empirical prediction implicitly assumes that in firms by professional managers agency problems are
well taken care off in ”normal” firms by the existence of efficient mechanisms. We believe this assumption is
reasonable.
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by owner-managers, or more generally, the corporate insiders. That is, one needs to account

for the equity stake of the insider when assessing the cost of debt. Our theory provides

several novel empirical implications on the relationship between incidence of bankruptcy (and

therefore the cost of debt), inside ownership and leverage. First, our model implies that firms

who issue more debt and equity do not necessarily face a higher incidence of default relative

to firms who issue less debt and equity because riskiness of debt also depends on the owner-

manager’s inside equity stake. Claessens, Djankov and Klapper (1999) document in support

of our theory that, controlling for traditional determinants of default, the manager/family

controlled corporations in East Asia are less likely to file for bankruptcy contingent on being

highly levered and facing financial distress.5 Second, high(er) levels of insider ownership,

holding leverage constant, are associated with high(er) cost of debt.6

Another implication is that risky debt - relative to funding a project with outside equity

and only risk free debt - increases both expected cash flow as well as its pledgeability. For

example, to finance a project with marginally positive net present value, the owner-manager

has to pledge almost all the expected cash flow to the investors, and equally important,

commit to a risk choice which maximizes the expected cash flow. Without risky debt, the

owner-manager’s financing capacity is limited because floating all the equity induces a too

conservative risk choice and therefore too little expected cash flow. Our complementarity

result implies that risky debt allows the owner-manager to separate the risk choice from the

decision of which share of the expected cash flow to pledge to investors, enabling her to secure

financing for projects with a small (marginally) positive net present value. Therefore, as for

the cost of debt, our model implies that firm performance (as measured by the expected

cash-flow) does not only depend on the manager’s inside equity but also on leverage.

While concave private benefits offer an explanation for risky debt, our model is rich

enough to accommodate limits of risky debt such that financing with outside equity and risk

free debt is preferred. First, when private benefits are convex, the owner-manager becomes

risk-seeking rather than risk-avoiding. Hence, there is little or no room for levering up equity.

Second, when the owner-manger has (sufficiently large) private solvency benefits which are

lost in the event of bankruptcy, risk-free debt (and more outside equity) dominates risky

debt. Intuitively, private solvency benefits are the owner-manager’s personal bankruptcy

costs that discourage risky debt (see Strebulaev and Yang (2013) for empirical evidence

5Most of the traded capital in this part of the world is controlled by several families through various
pyramidal structures and are actively involved in managing their firms. Ownership of cash flow rights varies,
however, it tends to be fairly low especially for the firms in the lower layers of these pyramidal structures.

6Anderson, Mansi, and Reeb (2003) document that, after controlling for leverage, the relationship between
family (equity) ownership and the cost of debt is U-shaped. To the extent that lower insider ownership also
implies high leverage, by our complementarity result due to incentive effects, this is also consistent with our
theory.
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based on amenity potential of families foregone in default).

Risk aversion is a potential alternative explanation for why owner-managers take conser-

vative risk choices. Indeed, some empirical papers, e.g., Faccio, Marchica, and Mura (2011),

argue that family firms/owners are (more) risk averse due to their undiversified portfolio and

therefore behave more conservatively.7 However, risk averse owner-managers ought to first

and foremost pledge the risky parts of the cash flow and retain the saf(er) parts. Moreover,

if controlling owners are merely risk averse but do not enjoy private benefits, it is not clear

why they would issue risky debt, since issuing risk free debt and (non-voting) equity would

not lead to deviations from the ex ante optimal risk choice.8 Also, explanations of financing

choices based on risk aversion suggest that outside equity and risky debt are substitute,

rather than complements as in our theory. Furthermore, risk aversion does not imply that

a larger equity stake induces - ceteris paribus - a more aggressive risk choice. For instance,

with log utility or homogeneous utility functions of degree t, risk choices do not depend on

the owner-manager’s equity stake.

Our paper belongs to the literature on multiple securities, and more specifically, theories

of debt and outside equity. Closely related are models in which risky debt serves as a

disciplining mechanism. By exposing the agent to personal bankruptcy cost, risky debt

deters her from behaving opportunistically (Grossman and Hart (1982)), or as in Zwiebel

(1996) in coordination to voluntary dividends. Dewatripont and Tirole (1994) propose a

theory of debt and equity based on investor intervention. By issuing risky debt the right to

liquidating is given to a class of “tough” investors who prefer liquidation over continuation,

which in turn induces the manager to exert effort. Berkovitch and Israel (1996) consider a

similar model in which investor intervention amounts to replacing the manager. In Ellingsen

and Kristiansen (2011), the project choice is contractible but not the repayments, and the

optimal repayment schedule is piecewise linear and can be implemented by a combination

of straight debt and equity. While debt disciplines the insider or manager in these models,

the role of debt in our model is to offset the conservatism induced by outside equity. That

is, both debt and equity serve as commitment devices.9

7Also, owner-managers are shown to resort to risky debt to achieve diversification benefits (Chen, Miao,
and Wang (2010)) and to repurchase outside equity to maintain managerial equity stake during recession
periods when agency conflicts are severe (Levy and Hennessy (2007)). Both these papers imply that risky
debt substitutes for outside equity because incentive provision requires a significant amount of retained
(inside) equity stake.

8Clearly, if ex ante optimal risk choice entails too little expected cash flow due to “massive risk aversion”
risk-averse owner-managers may have to resort to risky debt.

9John (1987) proposes a model motivated by the fact that the resolution of uncertainty with respect to
cash flows occurs earlier for corporate insiders relative to investors. In equilibrium, the optimal financing
policy is determined by the timing of investment and financing decisions, but also by the timing of the
uncertainty resolution.
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Also closely related is Hellwig (2009) who analyzes incentive consequences of return

patterns in a double moral-hazard problem with separable risk and effort choices. In this

setting, abstracting away from control considerations, the entrepreneur may try to conceal

a low effort by making a high risk choice. Debt and equity financing arise when the cash

flow provides a sufficiently precise signal of the entrepreneur’s behavior. First best is not

attainable in his framework, and contingent on the signal being too noisy optimal contracts

may not resemble debt and equity securities. We instead focus on the link between risk-

taking, private benefits and cash flow when private benefits and risk-taking cannot be chosen

independently. In our model, private benefits are a by-product of cash flow which is in turn

a function of risk taking and the first best may be implemented by a risky debt and equity.

In contrast to the existing literature which requires several agency problems to generate

an active roles for multiple securities, we are able provide a rationale for debt and equity

securities in simple framework using a single moral hazard problem.

Our paper is closely related to the capital structure theories based on control consider-

ations. These theories show that controlling owners may use risky debt to enhance voting

rights (Harris and Raviv (1988) and Stulz (1988)) or to deter corporate control contests by

transferring synergy gains from shareholders to debtholders (Isreal (1991)). These arguments

have their shortcomings as risky debt comes with the risk of losing control (in default) while

non-voting equity does not. Hence, a complete control consideration argument needs to ac-

count for why issuing non-voting equity or the use of other control enhancing mechanisms

(e.g., pyramids) are not feasible or desirable. By limiting the contracting space to equity

securities with differential voting rights but ignoring risky debt, Banerjee and Masulis (2017)

show that issuance of non-voting stock alleviates underinvestment precisely because it en-

ables the incumbent to fund the project without giving up control. In the theory presented

here we consider both risky debt and equity while accounting for incentive implications these

securities have on discretion with respect to the risk profile of corporate investment.

Relatedly, capital structure arguments based on control-retention imply substitutability

of outside equity in favor of debt. Issuance of debt could be used to repurchase equity and in-

crease the voting power of management at the expense of their private benefits due to default

as in Harris and Raviv (1988) or to repurchase equity from outsiders with low reservation

value lowering the profitability of potential takeovers as in Stulz (1988). Isreal (1991) con-

siders a setting where issuance of risky debt affects the allocation of synergy gains between

target’s investors, both shareholders and debtholders, and the potential acquirer. By lever-

ing up, the incumbent shareholders are able to transfer some value to target’s debtholders

leaving the remaining synergy gains smaller and acquisitions less profitable for the poten-

tial acquirer. Our model in contrast provides a rationale for the complementarity between
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risky debt and outside equity, and novel empirical implications on the relationship between

leverage, equity ownership and default risk. 10

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model and

solves the benchmark without private benefits. Section 3 analyses the manager-owner’s risk

and capital structure choices with concave private benefits. In Section 4 we consider convex

private benefits and private solvency benefits. The conclusions are in Section 5. All the

proofs are in the Appendix.

2 Model and Benchmark

A risk-neutral agent, henceforth the owner-manager, has a menu of investment opportunities

all requiring an initial investment I. The owner-manager has no wealth and raises external

financing through issuing debt, equity, or both. The face value of debt is denoted by F ,

and the fraction of shares retained by the owner-manager is denoted by α. Debt and equity

markets are perfectly competitive, all investors are risk neutral, and the risk free rate is

normalized to zero.

The available investment projects differ in the success probability and the associated cash

flow: a given project succeeds with probability p ∈ [0, 1] in which case it generates a high

cash flow X = X +X(p). With probability 1− p, the project fails and generates a low cash

flow X with 0 < X < I.

Assumption 1 The (additional) cash flow function X(p) is twice continuously differentiable

and satisfies X(1) = 0, X ′(p) < 0, and X ′′(p) ≤ 0 ∀ 0 < p < 1.

As in Allen and Gale (2001),11 there is a trade-off between success probability and cash

flow: a higher success probability comes with a lower cash flow, and this reduction in cash

flow increases with the success probability. We refer to p as the riskiness of the (chosen)

project and to projects with larger p values as lower or more conservative risk choices. We

extend the Allen and Gale model by introducing non-verifiable private benefits B(X(p))

which accrue exclusively to the owner-manager.

Assumption 2 The private benefit function B(X) is twice continuously differentiable and

satisfies B(0) = 0, B′(X) > 0, and B′′(X) < 0 ∀X > 0.

10Our model is robust enough to generate the substitutability in the special case of convex private benefits.
11In the Allen and Gale (2001) model, the cash flow is the choice variable, while the success probability is

a function of the cash flow. For notational convenience, we “reverse” their setting and model the risk choice
as picking a success probability with an associated (additional) cash flow.
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One prominent example of B(X) is the amenity potential valued by controlling families

(Demsetz and Lehn (1985) and Burkart, Panunzi, and Shleifer (2003)). This is the utility

that founder derives from the family being associated with the firm, but which is not at the

expense of minority shareholders. For example, the families ability to influence public opinion

and political outcomes facilitates by their ownership of firms.12 Alternatively, B(X) may

be motivated by status seeking concerns of owner-managers (Friedman and Savage (1948)).

Entrepreneurs may initially take on a lot of risk in order to gain social status, however, once

one becomes socially visible improvements in social status diminish. That is, social status

is concave in commercial success. Shemesh (2017) reports that award-winning CEOs reduce

idiosyncratic risk, increase the amount of spending on fixed assets and reduce the amount

of spending on R&D, suggesting that managers are concerned with preserving their status.

This evidence is in support of the belief that risk-taking and private benefits are related.

We conclude the model description with the sequence of events. At date zero, the owner-

manager decides the capital structure (F, α), that is, how much debt and equity to issue to

finance the investment cost I. If the owner-manager succeeded in raising funds I, at date one

she makes a risk choice, that is, she picks a project characterized by its success probability p,

the associated additional cash flows X(p) and the private benefits B(X(p)). At date two, the

cash flow is realized and distributed among investors and the owner-manager also receives

the private benefits if the project was successful.

We now solve the model for the benchmark with no private benefits. At date zero,

the owner-manager chooses risk level that maximizes the expected cash flow minus the

investment cost

X + pX(p)− I.

As the second derivative is negative (Assumption 1), the project’s expected cash flow is

maximized at p∗0 which solves

X + p∗0X
′ = 0. (1)

Assumption 3 X + p∗0X(p∗0) > I.

To allow for profitable investment opportunities, we assume that the project has a positive

net present value (NPV) if the chosen risk choice maximizes the project’s expected cash

flow. However, even though the owner-manager wants to maximize the NPV of the project

at date zero, her ex post (date-one) risk choice does not take into account the investors’

interests. This time-inconsistency problem may lead to a distorted risk choice. As is well

known, a linear sharing rule avoids any such distortion because the owner-manager’s ex post

12Some prominent examples are Agnelli family in Italy, Suharto in Indonesia, Bush or Trump families in
the U.S.
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objective function α(X + pX) is a linear transformation of the project’s NPV. Therefore,

equity financing enables the owner-manager to implement the ex ante optimal risk choice. If

the owner-manager issues risk-free debt (FS ≤ X) and a fraction 1−αS equity, the linearity

is preserved as her date-one payoff becomes

αS(X + pX(p)− FS).

Her ex post optimal risk choice pS solves

αS(X + pSX
′(pS)) = 0,

which coincides with p∗0, the risk level which maximizes expected cash flow.

Lemma 1 For B(X) = 0 for all X, any combination of risk-free debt and outside equity

implements the ex ante optimal risk choice p∗0.

By contrast, risky debt induces risk-taking since the owner-manager’s equity stake be-

comes a convex claim (Jensen and Meckling (1976)). With a mix of risky debt (FR > X)

and outside equity (1 − αR), the owner-manager’s chooses the risk/project that maximizes

her date-one payoff

αRp(X +X(p)− FR).

which is given by the first order condition

αR(X + pRX
′(pR)) + αR(X − FR) = 0.

Rearranging the first order condition yields

(X + pRX
′(pR)) = FR −X > 0.

By Assumption 1, the derivative of pX(p) is decreasing in p, and therefore pR < p∗0. That

is, risky debt induces the owner-manager to make ex post an overly aggressive risk choice.

3 Countering Conservatism

We now analyze the owner-manager’s risk and capital structure choice in the presence of

private benefit that are increasing and concave in the cash flow (Assumption 2). We proceed

by first deriving the ex ante optimal risk choice and then the ex post risk choices under both
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risk-free (FS ≤ X) and risky debt (FR > X). Thereafter, we analyze the pledgeable income

associated with the different risk or project choices to establish the optimal capital structure.

The owner-manager’s total expected payoff net of investment cost is

U(p) = X + pX(p) + pB(X(p))− I. (2)

Hereafter, to simplify notation, we subsequently suppress the function arguments p and X(p)

and simply write the cash flow as X and the private benefits as B. The owner-manager’s ex

ante optimal risk choice p∗ solves the first order condition

X + p∗X ′ +B + p∗B′X ′ = 0. (3)

The comparison of the first order conditions (1) and (3) shows that private benefits render

the owner-manager’s risk choice ex ante more conservative.

Lemma 2 Given Assumption 2, private benefits reduce the ex-ante optimal risk choice (p∗ >

p∗0).

At first sight, B(X) seems to be a costless by-product of X. Nevertheless, private benefits

- unless linear in security benefits - entail a conflict of interest since the risk choice which

maximizes expected private benefits does not coincide with the risk choice which maximizes

the expected cash flow. That is, private benefits come at the expense of reducing the expected

cash flow. Since riskier projects entail, in case of success, a larger increase in the cash flow

than in the private benefits, maximizing expected cash flow requires a more aggressive risk

choice compared to a risk choice which maximizes expected private benefits. Ex ante, the

owner-manager cares equally much about cash flow and private benefits. Hence, private

benefits induce the owner-manager to choose a more conservative risk policy. That is, private

benefits render the owner-manager’s utility function concave, and she becomes effectively risk

averse.

Once the owner-manager has raised I with a combination of risk-free debt FS and outside

equity (1− αS), her ex post payoff is

U(αS, FS) = αS(X + pX(p)− FS) + pB(X(p)). (4)

Accordingly, the risk choice pS solves

αS(X + pSX
′) +B + pSB

′X ′ = 0. (5)
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Proposition 1 Any capital structure with risk-free debt FS ≤ X and outside equity (1−αS)

induces the owner-manager to take too little risk (pS > p∗). Moreover, she becomes more

conservative when more shares are issued (dpS/dαS < 0).

Issuing outside equity makes the owner-manager more conservative because it lowers

the sensitivity of her payoff to the cash flow and thereby tilts her risk preference in favor

of private benefits. Or putting it differently, at date zero the owner-manager maximizes

equally weighted sum of security benefits and private benefits, while her weight on the

security benefits is merely αS once the shares have been issued. This conservative risk

choice represents an agency cost of equity in our model and is parralel to that of Jensen

and Meckling (1976). Proposition 1 suggests that the owner-manager should retain as much

equity as possible to mitigate conservatism.

Corollary 1 With risk-free debt, it is optimal to exhaust the risk-free debt capacity (FS = X)

and to issue as few shares as needed.

Equity financing becomes progressively more costly as the owner-manager issues more

shares. However, issuing shares is necessary for undertaking the project because risk-free debt

financing cannot cover the entire investment cost, i.e., when I > X ≥ FS, αS < 1. Hence,

the owner-manager’s optimal funding strategy is to exhaust the risk-free debt capacity and

issue as few shares as needed such that

pS [(1− αS)(X +X − FS) + FS] + (1− pS) [(1− αS)(X − FS) + FS] = I.

Simplifying the equality yields

(1− αS)(pSX +X − FS) + FS = I,

and solving for αS gives

αS =
pSX − (I −X)

pSX − (FS −X)
.

If the project is sufficinetly profitable, pSX + X > I, which has to hold in equilibrium if a

project is funded then the owner manager is able to retain a freaction of equity, αS > 0.13

When the risk-free debt capacity is exhausted, FS = X, the expression for αS simplifies to

[pSX − (I −X)]/pSX.

13Note that pSX +X > I is a necessary but not sufficient condition for funding with risk-free debt since
the expected cash flow is larger than the pledgeable income (unless αS = 0).
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With concave private benefits equity (and risk-free debt) financing renders the owner-

manager too conservative. There are benefits to risky debt as it provides risk-taking incen-

tives and can be used to offset the conservatism associated with equity financing.

Once the owner-manager has issued risky debt FR and outside equity 1− αR, her payoff

becomes

U(αR, FR) = αRp(X +X − FR) + pB (6)

and her ex post risk choice pR solves

αR(X + pRX
′) + αR(X − FR) +B + pRB

′X ′ = 0. (7)

Compared to the first order condition (5) the above contains an additional term, αR(X−
FR), which reflects the risk-taking incentives brought about by risky debt (Jensen and Meck-

ling (1976)).

Proposition 2 With risky debt, the ex ante optimal risk choice p∗ can be implemented by

any pair (αR, FR) which satisfies

FR = X − 1− αR
αR

(X + p∗X ′). (8)

The risk-taking incentives induced by risky debt can be used to offset the conservatism

that comes with outside equity. To implement the ex ante optimal risk choice, the owner-

manager has to neutralize the incentive distortions brought about by risky debt and outside

equity. Thus, the reduced incentives to take risk due to outside equity has on the margin to

be matched by the risk-taking benefits of debt:

(1− αR)(X + pX ′).︸ ︷︷ ︸
risk-avoidance by outside equity finance

= αR(X − FR)︸ ︷︷ ︸
risk-taking due to risky debt finance

Solving this condition for FR yields the capital structure (equation 8) in Proposition 2 which

implements the optimal risk choice at p∗.

Intuitively, the owner-manager has to retain a non-trivial portion of levered equity, αR >

0, in order to avoid conservatism induced by the concavity of private benefits p∗ > p∗0, because

X + p∗X ′ < 0. Also, it must be that the owner manager sells a fraction of equity, αR < 1.

If the owner-manager retains full ownership of equity αR = 1, incentives to be conservative

dissapear and to limit excessive risk taking the amount of external finance is bounded by
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cash flow inn the event of failure, FR = X, and the owner-manager is unable to raise the

necessary investment I > X.

In fact, the owner-manager’s ability to use risky debt to offset conservatism caused by

outside equity implies that risky debt and outside equity are complements for implementing

a fixed risk choice.

Corollary 2 Risky debt and outside equity are complements with respect to implementing a

risk choice pR ∈ [p∗0, p
∗].

Intuitively, risk taking increases with both the retained equity stake αR and with leverage

FR. Hence, the incentive implications of higher debt level can be mitigated by reducing the

owner-manager’s retained equity stake, making the ex-ante optimal risk level attainable.

One implication of this result is that firm performance as measured by the expected cash

flow, does not only depend on the owner-manager’s equity stake but also on firm’s leverage.

To see this, please consider a credit spread as a measure of default risk (riskiness of debt):

CS(FR, αR) =

(
1− X

FR

)
(1− pR),

where the first term is loss given default, or equivalently (1− recovery rate), and the

second term is the probability of failure (or default). A small increase in leverage, FR,

increases credit risk explicitly by reducing the recovery rate in default and implicitly through

a decrease in pR, since we know that ∂pR/∂FR < 0 (Corollary 2).

However, the owner-manager can offset this effect and keep the credit spread constant

by issuing more shares. Taking partial derivatives of CS(FR, αR):

∂CS(FR, αR)

∂FR
=
X(1− pR)

F 2
R

−
(

1− X

FR

)
∂pR/∂FR,

and

∂CS(FR, αR)

∂αR
= −

(
1− X

FR

)
∂pR/∂αR.

It follows that ∂FR/∂αR can be obtained formt he full derivative of CS(FR, αR):

∂αR
∂FR

=

X(1−pR)

F 2
R
−
(

1− X
FR

)
∂pR/∂FR(

1− X
FR

)
∂pR/∂αR

< 0,

since the numerator is positive and the denominator is negative (by Corollary 2).
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An increase in credit spread due to an exogenous increase in risky debt by ∆F can be

offset by issuing ∂FR/∂αR∆F equity. The fraction of outside equity needed to offset the

increase in credit risk increases in the fraction of leverage issued (∆F
FR

), increases in risk-

taking incentives due to risky debt (∂pR/∂FR) and decreases in the risk-avoiding incentives

due to lower ownership stake (∂pR/∂αR). Important implication of our complementarity

result is that riskiness of debt does not only depend on the leverage ratio but also on how

inside equity is held. More leverage does not necessarily imply higher risk of bankruptcy

because the intensity of risk taking is also determined by the incentive provision of inside

ownership stake. Moreover, our theory predicts that bankruptcy risk is lower(higher) for

firms with lower(higher) inside ownership stakes, holding leverage constant.

3.1 Pledgeable Incomes and Optimal Capital Structure

The preceding analysis of the optimal risk choice abstracted from the investors’ break-even

constraint, or equivalently, implicitly assumed that the owner-manager’s risk choice generates

sufficient pledgeable income to finance the project. We now turn to the formal analysis of

the pledgeable income which depends on two factors; the owner-manager’s risk choice which

determines the expected cash flow and the share of the expected cash flow that the owner-

manager has to retain to make ex post that risk choice.

With risk-free debt and outside equity, the expected cash flow the owner-manager can

pledge is

PI(pS) = (1− αS)pS(αS)X(p(αS)) +X

where pS(αS) denotes the risk choice satisfying the first-order condition (5). The maximum

pledgeable income under risk-free debt PI(pS)max is given by

PI(pS)max = arg max
αS∈[0,1]

(1− αS)pS(αS)X(p(αS)) +X.

Proposition 3 The financing capacity with risk-free debt and outside equity is always smaller

than the maximum expected cash flow X+p∗0X(p∗0), and risk-free debt and outside equity can-

not secure financing for all positive NPV projects.

Under risk-free debt, the owner-manager’s risk choice depends on the fraction of shares

issued to the investors. In fact, there is a tension between pledgeable income and expected

cash flow: As the owner-manager issues more shares she becomes more conservative which

lowers the expected cash flow and hence the value of a given equity stake held by the investors.

As a result, the financing capacity with risk-free debt and outside equity is smaller than the
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maximum expected cash flow X + p∗0X(p∗0). In addition, if PI(pS)max is obtained for a

positive ownership stake, there is - in addition - a wedge between expected cash flow and

pledgeable income.

Alternatively, if the owner-manager issues risky debt and outside equity, the project’s

pledgeable income is

PI(pR) = X + pRX + αRpR(FR − (X +X)).

From Corollary 2, we know that the owner-manager is able to simultaneously increase

both risky debt (FR) and outside equity (1 − αR) without changing the risk choice pR or

the associated expected cash flow X(pR). That is, risky debt allows the owner-manager to

separate her risk choice from the share of the expected cash flow pledged to the investors.

As a result, issuing more risky debt and more equity (in appropriate proportions) increases

the project’s financial capacity. Indeed, differentiating PI(pR) for a given pR with respect

to FR yields
dPI(pR)

dFR
= αRpR +

∂αR
∂FR

pR(FR − (X +X)) > 0

since FR < X + X and ∂αR/∂FR < 0 (Corollary 2).14 Note that for some parameter

constellations, there may exist multiple pairs of (αR, FR) implementing p∗ and fulfilling the

investors’ break-even constraint. Given the owner-manager and investors are risk-neutral and

that capital markets are competitive, there is no gain in raising more than the investment

outlay I. Hence, we can impose, without loss of generality, a binding break-even constraint

pR [(1− αR)(X +X − FR) + FR] + (1− pR)X = I.

Risky debt facilitates generating pledgeable income due to three reasons: First, more

leverage leaves a smaller fraction of the expected cash flow to equity and hence to the

owner-manager (for a given αR). Second, leverage and outside equity are complements for

implementing a given risk choice. More risky debt requires the owner-manager to issue also

more outside equity, unless she wants to pursue a more aggressive risk choice. Third, leverage

allows to implement more aggressive risk choices than the ex ante optimal choice p∗. These

more aggressive risk choices increase expected cash flow and pledgeable income, albeit at the

expense of lowering private benefits. That is, there is a trade-off between value creation and

14Similarly,
dPI(αR, FR)

dαR
= pR(FR − (X +X)) +

∂FR

∂αR
αRpR < 0
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pledgeable income.

Clearly, the owner-manager would not choose a more conservative risk choice than p∗

because both her total expected payoff and the expected cash flow are decreasing in p for

p > p∗. Similarly, the owner-manager would not choose a more aggressive risk choice than

p∗0 because pledgeable income and her expected payoff are increasing in p for p < p∗0. The

relevant range of risk choices is the interval [p∗0, p
∗]. However, the owner-manager may be

unable to actually implement p∗0 for all parameter values.

Proposition 4 For X(p∗0)−[B(X(p∗0))−X(p∗0)B′(X(p∗0))] > 0, risky debt and outside equity

secure financing for all positive NPV projects. Otherwise, the financing capacity with risky

debt and outside equity is smaller than the maximum expected cash flow X + p∗0X(p∗0), and

some positive NPV projects cannot be financed.

By the complementarity result, the owner-manager is able to increase the pledgeable

income by issuing more risky debt and outside equity at the same time. Eventually, she is

able to pledge nearly all the expected cash flow. However, whether the owner-manager is

able to implement p∗0 depends on the severity of the conservatism induced by the concavity

of private benefits (that is, B −XB′ > 0). To ensure that p∗0 is implementable, B(X(p∗0))−
X(p∗0)B′(X(p∗0)) has to be sufficiently small, and the stated inequality further shows that it

has to be smaller than the additional cash flow X(p∗0).

If the inequality does not hold, the owner-manager implements p
R
> p∗0, where p

R
is

the most aggressive risk choice that solves the first order condition (7) for αR = 1 and

FR = X + X − ε. That is, p
R

is the most aggressive risk choice which ensures that almost

all the expected cash flow can be pledged to investors.

However, even with risky debt, it is not always possible to implement the ex ante optimal

risk choice and generate sufficient pledgeable income.

Proposition 5 For X + p∗X(p∗) < I < X + p∗0X(p∗0), financing needs force the owner-

manager to pursue a more aggressive risk choice than the ex ante optimal level.

We have shown in Lemma 2 that private benefits render the owner-manager risk averse

and, therefore, the ex ante optimal risk choice is lower than the level which maximizes the

expected cash flow. There are parameter constellations where large private benefits entail

an ex ante optimal risk choice which does not generate sufficiently high expected cash flow

to meet high funding needs. In these cases the owner-manager has to sacrifice expected

private benefits and adopt a riskier strategy to generate more pledgeable income. Finally,

as indicated in Proposition 4, there are also parameter constellation where the ability of
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owner-manager to adopt a riskier strategy is limited (due to concave private benefits) and

even with the riskiest strategy it is infeasible to raise sufficient capital (I > X + p
R
X(p

R
)).

Corollary 3 Pledgeable income with risky debt and outside equity is always larger than with

risk-free debt and outside equity.

With risk-free debt and outside equity, the owner-manager’s risk choice is always more

conservative than p∗. Taken together, the pledgeable income is strictly less than X+p∗X(p∗).

Clearly, with risky debt and outside equity, we have shown that the owner-manager is able

to implement p∗ and to pledge nearly all of the expected cash flows X + p∗X(p∗) to the

investors.

Proposition 6 The optimal capital structure is comprised of risky debt and outside equity.

In sum, we have shown that risk-free debt (and outside equity) leads to a too conservative

risk choice, which lowers both the total payoff and pledgeable income. By contrast, risky

debt (and outside equity) allows for a more aggressive risk choice which entails higher total

expected payoff. In addition, risky debt enables the owner-manager to pledge nearly all the

expected cash flow to investors. There exists a range of investment outlay where the project

is funded only with risky debt and outside equity. Clearly, risky debt dominates risk-free

debt in such scenarios. For smaller investment outlay where issuing outside equity with

either type of debt can raise sufficient fund, risky debt is still optimal because it enables the

owner-manager to commit to maximizing the total expected payoff.

It is worth noting that risk-aversion is generally assumed in the literature to reduce

incentives for risk taking. Shutting down private benefits and allowing for risk-aversion of

the owner-manager does not necessarily imply conservative risk choices, which is crucial for

our complementarity result.15 Furthermore, risk averse owner-managers are shown to resort

to risky debt in order to achieve diversification benefits (Chen, Miao, and Wang (2010)) and

to repurchase outside equity to maintain managerial equity stake during recession periods

when agency conflicts are severe (Levy and Hennessy (2007)). In contrast to our base case

scenario with concave private benefits which gives rise to complementarity of risky debt and

outside equity, both of these papers imply that risky debt necessarily substitutes for outside

equity because incentive provision requires a significant amount of retained (inside) equity

stake.

15Specifically, under the assumption of log utility or homogenuous function of the degree t for the owner-
manager, lower inside equity need not imply conservatism. Moreover, risk-taking is not a function of the
inside ownership stake. Formal proof is provided in the Appendix.
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4 Model Extensions

The preceding sections of the model analyzed the incentive effects of concave private benefits

on the corporate risk-taking and the implications on issuance of risky debt and equity for the

owner-managed firm. We believe that the assumption of concave private benefits is plausible

and empirically relevant. In the extension of the model we consider two additional cases

where the use of risky debt may not provide desirable outcomes. In the first extension, we

assume that private benefits are convex and provide analysis analogue to previous sections.

In the second extension we consider the existence of additional private solvency benefits,

that is, private benefits which are lost in default. In either case, first best can no longer be

implemented with capital structure utilizing risky debt.

4.1 Convex Private Benefits

In this section, we shift our attention to non-concave private benefits. Linear private benefits

imply no time-inconsistency in corporate risk-taking because linearity preserves incentives

and induces no distortion (conflict) between private benefits and claims on cash flows. Intu-

itively, ex post the owner-manager continues to assign the same weight on both components

of her total expected utility and the optimal risk choice remains unaffected. Private benefits

are nothing more than a simple (linear) increase in the security benefits. Therefore, as is in

the case of zero private benefits, the ex ante optimal risk choice is p∗0 is implemented with

any combination of risk-free debt and outside equity.

To focus on a more interesting case, in this section we turn our attention to the analysis

of convex private benefits. Convexity implies that private benefits have “increasing returns

to project cash flow”.

Assumption 4 The function B(X) is twice continuously differentiable and satisfies B(0) =

0, B′(X) > 0, and B′′(X) > 0 ∀X > 0. Moreover, 2B′X ′ + p (B′′(X ′)2 +B′X ′′) < 0.

If private benefits increase at a sharply increasing rate (B′′(X) is large), then the second-

order derivative of pB(X(p)) will become positive. Intuitively, with sharply increasing

marginal private benefits, the owner-manager could be motivated to take excessive (per-

haps extreme) risk since project cash flow is increasing in risk and private benefits have

increasing returns to cash flow. At this extreme, the optimal risk choice is a corner solution,

p tends to 0, that does not depend upon the first-order condition. To a lesser extent, with

a positive second derivative of pB(X(p)), the owner-manager’s total expected payoff may

not be globally concave in risk. This increases substantially the complexity of our problem

without delivering much additional insight. To allow us to use the first-order approach, we
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decide to confine our analysis to convex private benefits that have moderately increasing

returns to project cash flow. Clearly, extreme cases may exist, however, we believe that this

is far from common. Thus, in the Assumption 4, we impose the final restriction on the sign

of the second-order derivative.16

We now examine whether the owner-manager is able to use capital structure choice to

commit to the ex ante optimal risk choice. With convex private benefits, the owner-manager

has to countervail excessive risk-taking rather than conservatism.

Denote a private-benefits-maximizer’s risk choice (pB) as the solution to

B + pBB
′X ′ = 0.

As riskier projects entails in case of success a larger increase in the private benefits than in

the cash flow, the owner-manager places a higher weight on private-benefits relative to the

cash-flow claim, that is, p∗B < p∗0.

We denote the owner-manager’s ex ante optimal choice with convex private benefits (p∗cv)

as the solution to

X + p∗cvX
′ +B + p∗cvB

′X ′ = 0.

Lemma 3 Convex private benefits increase the ex-ante optimal risk choice (p∗cv < p∗0).

Since the owner-manager cares ex ante both the project’s expected cash flow and her

own private benefits, her risk choice will be a compromise between the two: pB < p∗cv < p∗0.

Recall, from the equation (5)that the risk choice pS solves

αS(X + pSX
′) +B + pSB

′X ′ = 0,

and from equation (7) her ex post risk choice pR solves

αR(X + pRX
′) + αR(X − FR) +B + pRB

′X ′ = 0.

Contrary to the case of concave private benefits, outside finance with risk-free debt in-

duces the owner-manager to become more aggressive. Issuing more equity, as expected,

induces her to put more weight on the private benefits which are convex in cash-flow and

therefore exacerbate the risk-shifting incentive. Moreover, since issuing risky debt provides

incentives for risk-taking which suggests even further deviation from the first best corporate

risk-taking. This leads to the following proposition:

16The degree of concavity/convexity is ultimately an empirical issue, however, we believe that such (ex-
treme) preferences are non-standard.
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Proposition 7 With convex private benefits, any capital structure consisting f outside equity

and irrespective of whether debt is risky or risk-free induces fails to implement the ex ante

optimal risk-taking (picv < p∗cv), for i ∈ {S,R}.

If the owner-manager would choose only outside equity, her ex post risk choice pScv would

solve equation (5). It is evident that pScv(αS, FS) < p∗cv for αS < 1 and FS ≤ X because out-

side equity finance dilutes the owner-manager’s incentive to maximize the project’s expected

cash flow. Alternatively, the owner-manager could raise both outside equity and risky debt.

Her ex post risk choice pRcv solves equation (7). Based on the preceding analysis in Section 3,

risky debt creates a risk-shifting incentive and therefore pRcv(αR, FR) < p∗cv for FR > X and

αR ≤ 1. This implies there is little or no room for risky debt.

Moreover, issuing outside equity thins out the owner-manager’s equity interest. In par-

ticular, if equity is not overly leveraged (FR < X+X+pRcvX
′), the owner-manager’s retained

equity becomes a commitment device to overcome excessive risk-taking and her risk-taking

would increase in outside equity issuance. To offset the increased risk-taking incentive,

owner-manager has to raise less risky debt. This implies that outside equity issuance crowds

out risky debt issuance, and the two are substitutes.

However, if FR > X + X + pRcvX
′, issuing highly leveraged equity actually keeps the

owner-manager from excessive risk-taking and therefore allows her to raise more risky debt.

Hence, risky debt and outside equity are complements once a highly leveraged equity makes

the owner-manager more risk-seeking compared to case when optimizing only over private

benefits.

Corollary 4 Given FR < X + X + pRcvX
′, risky debt and outside equity are substitutes for

implementing a risk choice pRcv(αR, FR) ∈ (pB, p
∗
cv). Otherwise they are complements.

Intuitively, unlike concave private benefits that generate conservatism, convex private

benefits induce excessive risk-taking, which is further reinforced by issuing risky debt. If

the risky debt is too large, then the owner-manager’s risk choice is riskier than that max-

imizing only private benefits. This implies, with such a risky capital structure, her both

total expected utility and pledgeable income cannot exceed those achieved by committing to

maximizing only private benefits. by issuing almost all equity shares to outsiders and issuing

risk-free debt up to the risk-free cash-flow X, the owner-manager is able to commit to the

risk choice maximizing only private benefits. Hence, next we turn to pledgeable income.

Lemma 4 For any pair (αR, FR) with FR < X+X+pRX
′, there exists a pair (αS, FS) that

implements the same risk choice pScv = pRcv but generates more pledgeable income PI(pScv) >

PI(pRcv).
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The effect of risky debt on pledgeable income is two-fold. Compared to risk-free debt,

risky debt allows the owner-manager to pledge an addition amount of cash-flow, αRp(FR−X),

to outside investors. However, as is shown in the proof of Lemma 4, with risky debt the

owner-manager has to retain a greater equity stake to implement the same risk choice, that

is, αS < αR. This implies a a reduction in pledgeable income by (αS − αR)pX. It turns out

that the latter channel dominates and therefore pledgeable income would become smaller

with risky debt than with risk-free debt. This leads to the following proposition.

Proposition 8 Given Assumption 4, risk-free debt and outside equity financing dominate

risky debt (and outside equity).

Any capital structure with sufficiently high level of risky debt is dominated by that

with risk-free debt and outside equity. To see this, first to note that, for αR > 0, FR >

X + X + pRcvX
′ if and only if B + pRcvB

′X ′ > 0 because the first-order condition (7) has to

hold. Next, B + pRcvB
′X ′ > 0 if and only if pRcv < pB because B + pB′X ′ diminishes in p

(Assumption 4).

Hence, with such a risky capital structure, the owner-manager deviates further away from

the ex ante optimal risk choice, that is, pRcv < pB < p∗cv. Equally important, the pledgeable

income under such a risky capital structure cannot exceed X + pBX. On the other hand, a

risk-free capital structure with αS = ε, FS = X allows the owner-manager’s to commit to pB

and pledge X + pBX. Put together, any capital structure featuring FR > X +X + pRcvX
′ is

irrelevant, and respectively never optimal.

It is worth noting that the use of capital structure in implementing the ex ante optimal

risk choice is not unique. Alternatives such as convertible debt, incentivizing compensation

contracts, venture capital contracts and other mechanisms are feasible.17 However, such

contracts have to be fine tuned and are very sensitive to the assumptions. Moreover, in a

richer setting with noise there are cases where financial contracting is superior (see Hellwig

(2009)).

4.2 Private Solvency Benefits

In this subsection, we model additional private benefits of remaining solvent (private solvency

benefits) such as maintaining - rather than losing - the reputation of being an able business

person, or the social status and personal satisfaction derived from owning and running a

business. Precisely, if the project succeeds, the owner-manager enjoys non-verifiable private

17In fact, such contracts would be preferable solutions for cases we consider in extensions of the model.
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benefits B = B+B(X(p)), and in case of failure she enjoys private benefits B ≥ 0. However,

the owner-manager loses B if she has to declare bankruptcy.

In absence of default, the owner-manager’s total expected date-zero payoff becomes

U(p) = X + pX(p) +B + pB(X(p))− I. (9)

Her ex ante optimal risk choice solves the first-order condition

X + p∗X ′ +B + p∗B′X ′ = 0. (10)

The first-order condition is the same as equation (3). Intuitively, without default, private

solvency benefits should not affect the owner-manager’s ex ante optimal risk choice because

they accrue to the owner-manager regardless of the state of the nature.

However, if the owner-manager would be raising risky debt and outside equity, then her

total expected payoff would be

U(pR) = X + pRX(pR) + pR(B +B(X(pR)))− I. (11)

The ex ante optimal risk choice p∗R solves the first order condition

X + p∗RX
′ +B +B + p∗RB

′X ′ = 0. (12)

Lemma 5 For B > 0, risky debt makes the ex ante optimal risk choice more conservative

(p∗R > p∗).

The owner-manager becomes more conservative with risky debt because she loses her

private benefits B in bankruptcy.

After the owner-manager has issued risky debt FR and outside equity (1−αR), her payoff

becomes

U(αR, FR) = αRp(X +X − FR) + p(B +B), (13)

and her ex post risk choice pR solves the first-order condition

αR(X + pRX
′) + αR(X − FR) +B +B + pRB

′X ′ = 0. (14)

Proposition 9 For a given equity stake α, pR(α, FR) < pS(α, FS) for FR > X + B/α, but

pS(α, FS) < pR(α, FR) for FR ∈ (X,X + B/α). Thus, the owner-manager is - for a given

equity stake α - most conservative at low levels of risky debt.
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Comparing the above first-order condition with equation (7), we note the additional

term B arising from the owner-manager’s private solvency benefits which tilt her preferences

towards a more conservative risk choice. The effect of risky debt on the owner-manager’s

ex post risk choice becomes two-fold. As is well known, the risk shifting effect of risky debt

increases in its face value FR. By contrast, the concern of losing private solvency benefits

is invariant to FR. Thus, the owner-manager’s ex post risk choice has a discrete downward

shift at the point where she switches from risk-free to risky debt.

For the same reason, private solvency benefits affect the conditions when there is credit

rationing with risky debt. Intuitively, if the private solvency benefits are very large, the

owner-manger tends to be very conservative and implementing a more aggressive risk choice

would require her to not only lever up as much as possible but also to hold more than 100%

equity. That is, the larger private solvency benefits are, the more conservative the owner-

manager’s risk choice is and, therefore, the wider the range of investment outlay where the

project is rationed.18 By contrast, with risk-free debt the private solvency benefits accrue

to the owner-manager in both states of the nature and, therefore, are “washed out”in her

optimal risk choice. Neither do such benefits matter for the pledgeable income.

Our next step is to analyze the effect of private solvency benefits on the optimal capital

structure.

Proposition 10 For any I ∈ (X, Imax
S ], the optimal capital structure comprises risky debt

and outside equity for all B < Bc(I), but risk-free debt and outside equity for all B > Bc(I),

with Bc(I) increasing in I.

We have shown in the main model that risky debt is optimal when private solvency

benefits are zero. Next, the effect of an increase in B on the owner-manager’s risk choice

and total expected payoff is different between the two types of debt. A same increase in

B leads to a larger increase in the owner-manager’s total expected payoff under risk-free

debt than that under risky debt because with risky debt: (1) the owner-manager receives

B in the solvency state only; and (2) for the very same reason she becomes reluctant to

see insolvency and therefore her risk choice is biased towards conservatism. Taken together,

these arguments imply that there exists a cutoff value Bc and risky (risk-free) debt is optimal

for B < (>)Bc.

For monotonicity, as we will show in the next proposition that a larger investment outlay

18In Subsection 3.1 (where B = 0), we derive a condition under which risky debt and outside equity
secure financing for all positive NPV projects. In the appendix we establish the exact restriction for B > 0.
Precisely, the inequality in Proposition 4 still has to hold but with replacing zero (the right hand side of the
inequality) with B.
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moves the owner-manager away from choosing risk-free debt, for a larger I the owner-manager

has to wait for a larger B to switch from risky debt to risk-free debt.

Proposition 11 For any B ∈ (0, Bc(Imax
S )), the optimal capital structure comprises of risky

debt and outside equity for all I ∈ (Ic(B), Imax
S ), but risk-free debt and outside equity for all

I ∈ (X, Ic(B)), with Ic(B) increasing in B.

For a small investment outlay I, exhausting the risk-free debt capacity and financing the

shortfall with little outside equity is feasible. The owner-manager is able to retain nearly

100% of equity and her ex post risk choice is close to the ex-ante optimal. Hence, risk-free

debt dominates for small values of I. Next, an increase in I results in a smaller decrease

in the owner-manager’s total expected payoff with risky debt than that with risk-free debt.

With risk-free debt, the owner-manager is forced to issue more shares and trapped into

more conservatism. With risky debt, by the complementarity result, she is able to increase

pledgeable income without distorting her risk choice. Therefore, there exists a cutoff value

of Ic and risk-free (risky) debt dominates for I < (>)Ic.

Evidently, we note Ic is monotonically increasing in B, which moves the owner-manager

away from choosing risky debt (as shown in Proposition 10).

Finally, Propositions 10 and 11 establish the optimal capital structure for (I, B) ∈
(X, ImaxS ) × (0, Bc(ImaxS )). For (I, B) ∈ (X, ImaxS ) × (Bc(ImaxS ),∞), risk-free debt is opti-

mal, an immediate implication of Proposition 10. For I > ImaxS , the owner manager cannot

obtain enough external finance without risky debt. In such a case, the optimal capital struc-

ture problem is reduced to analyzing the pledgeable income with risky debt, which is dealt

in Subsection 3.1.

5 Conclusion

This paper identifies conservatism (that is, underinvestment in risk-taking) as a new source of

agency cost of equity. Outside equity issuance dilutes the owner-manager’s cash flow rights

and exacerbates her risk-avoidance incentives induced by private benefits. Restricting to

borrowing risk-free debt forces the owner-manager to issue more outside equity, and making

her risk choice more conservative. Such conservatism decreases the owner-manager’s total

expected payoff and pledgeable income.

We show that issuing risky debt countervails conservatism because it creates a risk-taking

incentive and it allows the owner-manager to separate her risk choice from the share of

expected cash flow pledged to investors. Our model also reveals that risky debt and retained

equity stake reinforce each other and induce more risk-taking, implying that risky debt and
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outside equity are complements in implementing a given risk choice. Taken together, these

findings rationalize the co-existence of two widely-spread sources of external finance: risky

debt and outside equity.

The complementarity between risky debt and outside equity has a striking empirical

prediction: outside equity allows firms to lever much more without increasing the likelyhood

of default and, hence, the cost of debt. More specifically, it is not merely the (absolute)

leverage that matters for its riskiness, but also how much of outside equity is issued and

therefore leverage increases may not necessary increase the cost of debt. That is, one has to

control for the fraction of retained equity held by the owner-manager or the insider.
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6 Appendix

6.1 Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1

With risk-free debt and outside equity, the owner-manager’s date-one payoff is α(X +

pX − FS), and her ex post incentive compatible risk choice p̃ solves

α(X + p̃X ′) = 0.

Clearly, the solution p̃ must coincide with the solution to equation (1), that is, p̃ = p∗0.

Q.E.D.

Proof of Lemma 2

Equation (3) can be rewritten as

[1 +B′](X + p∗X ′) +B −XB′ = 0.

Since B(0) = 0 and B is increasing and concave in X (Assumption 2), B(X) − B(0) >

B′(X)(X − 0) for all X > 0. Rearranging yields B −XB′ > 0. As X + pX ′ decreases in p

(Assumption 1), the ex ante optimal risk choice must satisfy p∗ > p∗0. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 1

The first-order condition (5) can be re-written as

X + pSX
′ +B + pSB

′X ′ − (1− αS)(X + pSX
′) = 0.

It follows from equation (3) that the rewritten first-order condition evaluated at pS = p∗

simplifies to

−(1− αS)(X + p∗X ′).

As shown in the proof of Lemma 2, B−XB′ > 0 and therefore (X + p∗X ′) < 0. Given that

FS ≤ X < I and therefore αS < 1, −(1−αS)(X+p∗X ′) > 0. Since αS(X+pX ′)+B+pB′X ′

decreases in p, it must be that pS > p∗.

Totally differentiating the first-order condition (5), we obtain

dpS
dαS

= − (X + pSX
′)

αS(2X ′ + pSX ′′) + 2B′X ′ + pS(B′′(X ′)2 +B′X ′′)
.

Assumptions 1 and 2 ensure that the denominator is negative. Since pS > p∗ > p∗0 and
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(X + pX ′) decreases in p, (X + pSX
′) < 0 and the numerator is also negative, which implies

dpS/dαS < 0. Q.E.D.

Proof of Corollary 1

Since X < I, investors can only break even if the owner-manager also issues equity

in addition to risk-free debt. From Proposition 1 it follows that for any capital structure

(FS ∈ (0, X], αS ∈ (0, 1)) pS > p∗ and pS is decreasing in αS. Further, U(p) is concave

and decreasing in p on the interval (p∗, 1), and U(αS, FS) is an increasing function of αS.19

Consequently, the optimal capital structure with safe debt minimizes the equity issue by

raising no more than the investment cost I and by setting F ∗S = X. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 2

Clearly, choosing pR = p∗ maximizes the owner-manager’s payoff U(pR). Rewriting the

first-order condition (7) as

(X + pRX
′ +B + pRB

′X ′) + αR(X − FR)− (1− αR)(X + pRX
′) = 0

and using equation (3) shows that pR = p∗ requires

αR(X − FR)− (1− αR)(X + p∗X ′) = 0.

Rearranging yields

FR = X − 1− αR
αR

(X + p∗X ′).

Furthermore, debt is indeed risky (FR > X) since X + p∗X ′ < 0 because i) p∗ > p∗0, and ii)

X + pX ′ is decreasing in p. Q.E.D.

Proof of Corollary 2

From the first-order condition (7) and the implicit function rule follows that

∂αR
∂FR

= − ∂pR
∂FR

/
∂pR
∂αR

19

∂U(αS , FS)

∂αS
= X + pSX + αS

∂pS
∂αS

[X + pSX
′] +

∂pS
∂αS

[B + pSB
′X ′]

= X + pSX

by the envelope theorem (first-order condition 5). Alternatively, one can argue that

∂U(pS(αS))

∂αS
=
∂U(pS)

∂pS

dpS(αS)

dαS
> 0

as U(p) is concave and decreasing in p on the interval (p∗, 1) and dpS(αS)/dαS < 0.
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Totally differentiating the first-order condition (7), we obtain

∂pR
∂αR

= − X − FR +X + pRX
′

αR(2X ′ + pRX ′′) + 2B′X ′ + pR(B′′(X ′)2 +B′X ′′)
.

Assumptions 1 and 2 ensure that the denominator is negative. The first-order condition

(7) can be rewritten

(αR +B′)(X + pRX
′ + (X − FR)) + +B −XB′ +B′(FR −X) = 0.

and implies that the numerator is negative because B − XB′ > 0 for all X and because

B′(FR − X) > 0 since by definition FR > X. Thus, ∂pR/∂αR < 0. Totally differentiating

the first-order condition (7), we obtain

∂pR
∂FR

=
αR

αR(2X ′ + pRX ′′) + 2B′X ′ + pR(B′′(X ′)2 +B′X ′′)
< 0.

Since both spR/∂FR and ∂pR/∂αR are negative, ∂αR/∂FR is also negative. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 3

The maximum pledgeable income under risk-free debt PI(pS)max is given by

PI(pS) = arg max
αS

(1− αS)pS(αS)X(p(αS)) +X

where pS solves

αS(X + pSX
′) +B + pSB

′X ′ = 0

Irrespective of whether PI(pS)max entails αS > 0 or αS = 0, pS > p∗ (Proposition 1).

Furthermore, p∗ > p∗0 (Lemma 2) and X+pX(p) is decreasing in p on (p∗0, 1]. Consequently,

X + p∗0X(p∗0) > PI(pS)max. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 4

Risky debt allows to pledge all the expected cash for a given pR. To see this, consider a

capital structure (αR, FR) which solves the first-order condition (7)

αR(X + pRX
′) + αR(X − FR) +B + pRB

′X ′ = 0

with pR ∈ [p∗0, p
∗], αR ∈ (0, 1], and FR < X + X(pR). The capital structure (α̂R, F̂R =

X +X − ε) with ε arbitrarily small generates pledgeable income X + pRX(pR)− pRαRε and
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implements the same pR provided that

αR(pRX
′ + [X +X − FR]) = α̂R(pRX

′ − ε)

holds. Given αR ∈ (0, 1] and X + X(pR) − FR > 0, there exists an α̂R ∈ (0, αR) such that

the condition is satisfied.

Since risky debt allows to pledge all the expected cash for a given pR, it suffices to show

when pR = p∗0 is feasible. Implementing p = p∗0 requires that the solution to the rearranged

first-order condition (7)

(αR +B′)(X + p∗0X
′) + αR(X − FR) +B −XB′ = 0

coincides with the solution to (1), that is,

FR = X +
B −XB′

αR

This is a feasible solution only if both requirements αR ∈ (0, 1] and FR ∈ (X,X + X(p∗0))

are satisfied. Given αR > 0 and B − XB′ > 0 for all X > 0 (Lemma 2), it must be that

FR > X. The constraints αR ≤ 1 and FR < X +X(p∗0) are satisfied if

X(p∗0) >
B −X(p∗0)B′

αR

which requires that X(p∗0)− [B −X(p∗0)B′] > 0. In this case, PI(pR)max = X + p∗0X(p∗0).

Otherwise, the most aggressive risk choice implementable is p
R
> p∗0 where p

R
solves the

first-order condition (7) with (αR = 1, FR = X +X − ε), that is,

(ε+ p
R
X ′) +B + p

R
B′X ′ = 0

and PI(pR)max = X + p
R
X(p

R
) < X + p∗0X(p∗0) since pX(p) is decreasing for p > p∗0.

Finally, p∗ is always a feasible risk choice. Indeed, to implement pR = p∗ with FR =

X + X(p∗) − ε the solution to the first-order condition (7) must coincide with the solution

to (3) which requires that

αR(ε+ p∗X ′) = X + p∗X ′

Given X > 0, p∗X ′ < 0, and X + p∗X ′ < 0, there exists an α̂R ∈ (0, 1) which satisfies this

condition. Hence, PI(pR)max is always larger than PI(p∗)max = X + p∗X(p∗). Q.E.D.

Proof of Corollary 3
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With risky debt the pledgeable income is maximized by choosing pR = max{p
R
, p∗0} where

we recall that

(ε+ p
R
X ′) +B + p

R
B′X ′ = 0

Evaluating the first-order condition (3) at p∗ = p
R

(and letting ε = 0) yields

X + p
R
X ′ +B + p

R
B′X ′ = X > 0.

It must be that p∗ > p
R

(by Assumptions 1 and 2).

Given risky debt allows to pledge all the expected cash flow (as is shown in the proof

of Proposition 4), given pS > p∗ > p∗0 and given p∗ > p
R

, it must be that PI(pR)max >

PI(pS)max. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 5

See the discussion following the proposition. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 6

Risk-free debt and outside equity renders conservatism (Proposition 1) and risky debt

and outside equity allows to implement the ex ante optimal risk choice (Proposition 2).

These two results combined with Corollary 3 prove that risky debt and outside equity is

optimal. Q.E.D.

Proof of Lemma 3

We prove by contradiction. Suppose that p∗cv = p∗0. Then we have

(1 +B′)(X + p∗0X
′) +B −XB′ = 0 +B −XB′ = 0.

Next, Assumption 4 states that B(0) = 0 and B is increasing and convex in X. Convexity

implies that for all X > 0

B(0)−B(X) > B′(X)(0−X).

Rearranging yields B −XB′ < 0 for all X > 0. Consequently, this implies that the owner-

manager’s marginal benefits are negative if she chooses p∗cv = p∗0 which leads to a contradiction

because her marginal benefits must be zero at the optimum.

Since the objective function is additively separable in security and private benefits, and

by Assumptions 1 and 4, 2X ′ + pX ′′ + 2B′X ′ < 0, but p (B′′(X ′)2 +B′X ′′) < 0 only if

B′′(X ′)2 < −B′X ′′. This is a sufficient condition for a maximum (the first order condition is

no longer necessary and sufficient as in the concave private benefits case). In such case both
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the marginal security and private benefits are diminishing in p (i.e., in more conservative

risk choice). Hence, the owner-manager must increase the marginal benefits by taking on

more risk (decreasing p) and therefore her ex ante optimal risk choice must satisfy p∗cv < p∗0.

Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 7

We first prove that the capital structure with outside equity and debt cannot implement

the first best, pScv < p∗cv. We prove this by contradiction. Suppose that pScv = p∗cv. Then ex

post optimality requires

αS(X + p∗cvX
′) +B + p∗cvB

′X ′ = 0.

The left side of the above equation can be rewritten as

X + p∗cvX
′ +B + p∗cvB

′X ′ − (1− αS)(X + p∗cvX
′) = 0− (1− αS)(X + p∗cvX

′)

where the equality follows from ex ante optimality. That is, if pScv = p∗cv, then one must

obtain

(1− αS)(X + p∗cvX
′) = 0.

But we know that the owner-manager must raise some outside equity (αS < 1) as issu-

ing risk-free debt only (αS = 1) wouldn’t generate sufficient capital to fund the project.

Moreover, Assumption 4 implies that B − XB′ < 0 as shown in the proof of Lemma

3. As a consequence, it must be that (X + p∗cvX
′) > 0. Taken together, we deduce

that −(1 − αS)(X + p∗cvX
′) < 0. This is a contradiction as we have just shown that

(1− αS)(X + p∗cvX
′) = 0 at the optimum.

Given that (1) her marginal private benefits are negative if she would choose p∗cv; and (2)

her marginal benefits are diminishing in p if B′′(X ′)2 < −B′X ′′ (as shown in the proof of

Lemma 3), the owner would make a more aggressive risk choice (pScv < p∗cv). This completes

the proof for the first part.

Second, we show that capital structure using risky debt and equity cannot implement

the ex-ante optimal risk choice. We prove by contradiction. Suppose that the debt is risky,

FR > X. Then the owner-manager is facing the following program
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ΠR = max
αR,FR,pRcv

X + pRcvX + pR(B +B)− I

s.t. p ∈ arg max
p̃
α(X + p̃X − FR) + p̃(B + pB), (IC)

pRcvFR + (1− pRcv)X + (1− α)pRcv(X +X − FR)− I ≥ 0, (BC)

X ≤ FR ≤ X +X,

0 ≤ α ≤ 1.

To implement the ex ante optimal risk choice, the owner-manager should choose a capital

structure such that pRcv = p∗cv. The first order condition for IC can be expressed as

(X + pRcvX
′ +B +B + pRcvB

′X ′) + αR(X − FR)− (1− αR)(X + pRcvX
′) = 0.

Using the first order condition for ex ante optimality, it is evident that pR = p∗cv requires the

capital structure (FR, αR) must satisfy

αR(X − FR)− (1− αR)(X + p∗cvX
′) = 0.

Rearranging for FR yields

FR = X − 1− αR
αR

(X + p∗cvX
′).

Next, we need to confirm whether debt is indeed risky at the optimum. For pRcv = p∗cv,

the ex-ante optimality implies that for B −XB′ < 0, X + pRcvX
′ > 0. But this implies that

FR ≤ X for all αR ∈ (0, 1], which contradicts the claim that the debt is risky. Q.E.D.

Proof of Corollary 4

From the first-order condition (7) and the implicit function rule follows that

∂αR
∂FR

= −∂p
R
cv

∂FR
/
∂pRcv
∂αR

Totally differentiating the first-order condition (7), we obtain

∂pRcv
∂αR

= − X − FR +X + pRcvX
′

αR(2X ′ + pRcvX
′′) + 2B′X ′ + pRcv(B

′′(X ′)2 +B′X ′′)
> 0.

because Assumptions (1) and (4) ensure that the denominator is negative, and condition

FR < X +X + pRcvX implies that the numerator is positive. Otherwise it is positive.
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Totally differentiating the first-order condition (7), we obtain

∂pRcv
∂FR

=
αR

αR(2X ′ + pRcvX
′′) + 2B′X ′ + pRcv(B

′′(X ′)2 +B′X ′′)
< 0.

Which implies that ∂αR/∂FR is positive if FR < X +X + pRcvX. Q.E.D.

Proof of Lemma 4

The risk choice with risky debt (and outside equity) solves

αR(X + pRX
′) + αR(X − FR) +B + pRB

′X ′ = 0.

and that with risk-free debt (and outside equity) solves

αS(X + pSX
′) +B + pSB

′X ′ = 0.

Equating the two risk choices (pS(αS) = pR(αR, FR) ≡ p) implies that

αS(X + pX ′) = αR(X + pX ′) + αR(X − FR).

Thus,

αS = αR
X + pX ′ +X − FR

X + pX ′
.

Given X + pX ′ + X − FR > 0, one may deduce that 0 < αS < αR because X + pX ′ >

X + pX ′ +X − FR.

Pledgeable income with risky debt is

PI(pR = p) = (1− αR)pX +X + αRp(FR −X).

Re-writing the deduced relationship between αS and αR as

FR = X − αS − αR
αR

(X + pX ′).

and substituting the right hand side for FR yields that

PI(pR) = (1− αS)pX +X − (αS − αR)p2X ′ < (1− αS)psX +X = PI(pS).

Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 8
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As is discussed in the text that a risky capital structure with FR > X + X + pRX
′ is

never optimal because it deviates the owner-manager further away from the ex ante optimal

risk choice, that is, pR < pB < p∗cv.

For a risky capital structure with FR < X +X + pRX
′, Lemma 4 shows that for a given

implemented risk choice risk-free debt allow to pledge more income than risky debt, thereby

implying that risk-free debt dominates risky debt.

Q.E.D.

Proof of Lemma 5

The owner-manager’s first order condition (12) can be rewritten as

(1 +B′)(X + p∗RX
′) +B +B −XB′ = 0.

From the rewritten first-order condition in the proof of Lemma 2, (1 +B′)(X + p∗X ′) +B−
XB′ = 0, it follows that the above condition evaluated at p∗R = p∗ simplifies to B > 0.

Since X + pX ′ +B +B + pB′X ′ decreases in p, it must be that p∗R > p∗. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 9

Totally differentiating the first-order condition (14), we obtain

∂pR
∂FR

=
αR

αR(2X ′ + pRX ′′) + 2B′X ′ + pR(B′′(X ′)2 +B′X ′′)
< 0.

From equation (5) follows that the first-order condition (14) evaluated at pR = pS simplifies

to αR(X −FR) +B. Hence, pR(α, FR) > pS(α, FS) for X < FR < X +B/α and pR(α, FR) <

pS(α, FS) for FR > X +B/α. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 10

For B = 0, the solutions to the first order conditions (12) and (3) coincide, that is,

p∗R = p∗, and U(p∗R(0)) = U(p∗). Since pS > p∗, it must be that U(p∗R(0)) > U(pS). While

pS is independent of B, totally differentiating the first-order condition (12) shows that

dp∗R
dB

= − 1

αR(2X ′ + pRX ′′) + 2B′X ′ + pR(B′′(X ′)2 +B′X ′′)
> 0

Hence, there exists a level B̂(I) such that p∗R(B̂(I)) = pS and U(pS) > U(p∗R(B̂(I))) because

the owner-manager forgoes the private benefits B̂(I) with probability 1 − p∗R(B̂(I)) with

risky debt but not with risk-free debt. Since ∂U(pS)/∂B = 1 and ∂U(p∗R)/∂B = p∗R (by

the envelope theorem), there must exist a unique level Bc(I) < B̂(I) for which U(pS) =
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U(p∗R(Bc(I))) with p∗R(Bc(I)) < pS. Also, since p∗0 < p∗R < pS for all B < Bc(I), PI(p∗R)max >

PI(pS)max ≡ Imax
S ≥ I, that is, also risky debt generates enough pledgeable income.

To establish dBc(I)/dI > 0, we first derive the sign of dαS/dI.

Lemma 6 Under risk-free debt and equity financing, an increase in the investment outlay

I requires the owner-manager to issue more shares (dαS/dI < 0).

Proof. From Corollary 1 follows the investor’s break-even constraint binds, that is,

X + (1− αS)pS(αS)X(pS(αS)) = I

where pS is the solution to the first-order condition (5)

αS(X + pSX
′) +B + pSB

′X ′ = 0

and αS is the optimal equity stake given I. Totally differentiating both sides of the break-

even constraint yields

dαS
dI

=
1

−pSX + (1− αS)(X + pSX ′)
dpS
dαS

which is negative since ∂PI(pS)/∂α (the denominator) must be negative in equilibrium.

Suppose to the contrary that

−pSX + (1− αS)(X + pSX
′)
dpS
dαS

≥ 0.

In this case, an equity stake α̃S > αS would exist such that PI(pS(α̃S)) ≥ PI(pS(αS))

and U(pS(α̃S)) > U(pS(αS)) because U(pS) is decreasing in p on the interval [p∗S, 1] and

p∗S < pS(α̃S) < pS(αS) (Proposition 1). Hence, the owner-manager would not choose to

retain αS in the first place, a contradiction.

Returning to the sign of dBc(I)/dI, differentiating both sides of U(p∗R(Bc(I)), Bc(I), I) =

U(pS(I), Bc(I), I) with respect to I yields

∂U(p∗R(Bc(I)), Bc(I), I)

∂pR

dp∗R(Bc(I))

dB

dBc(I)

dI
+
∂U(p∗R(Bc(I)), Bc(I), I)

∂B

dBc(I)

dI
− 1

=
∂U(pS(I), Bc(I), I)

∂pS

dpS(I)

dI
+
∂U(pS(I), Bc(I), I)

∂B

dBc(I)

dI
− 1.

which simplifies to

p∗R
dBc(I)

dI
=
∂U(pS)

∂pS

dpS(I)

dI
+
dBc(I)

dI
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since ∂U(p∗R(Bc(I)), Bc(I), I)/∂p∗R = 0 and ∂U(p∗R(Bc(I)), Bc(I), I)/∂B = p∗R. Rearranging

gives
dBc(I)

dI
= −∂U(pS(I), Bc(I), I)/∂pS · dpS(I)/dI

(1− p∗R)

with p∗R < 1 and ∂U(pS)/∂pS < 0 because U(p) is decreasing in p for p ∈ [p∗S, 1] and pS > p∗S.

Hence, dBc(I)/dI > 0 provided that dpS(I)/dI > 0 which follows from the fact that

dpS(I)

dI
=
dpS
dαS

dαS
dI

with both dpS/dαS (Proposition 1) and dαS/dI (Lemma 6) being negative. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 11

The proof of the two regimes and the threshold Ic(B) proceeds in three steps. First,

Proposition 10 implies that the owner-manager prefers risky debt over risk-free debt for

I = Imax
S and any B ∈ (0, Bc(Imax

S ).20 Second, for I = X (and any B ∈ (0, Bc(Imax
S )))

it must hold that U(pS(X), B,X) > U(p∗R(B), B,X). Since risk-free debt is sufficient to

finance the project for I = X,

U(pS(X), B,X) = U(p∗S, B,X) = X + p∗SX +B + p∗SB −X

> X + p∗R(B)X +B + p∗R(B)B −X

> X + p∗R(B)X + p∗R(B)(B +B)−X ≡ U(p∗R(B), B,X)

20The explicit comparison amounts to showing that for I = Imax
S (and any B ∈ (0, Bc(Imax

S ))) it must
hold that U(p∗R(B), B, Imax

S ) > U(pS(Imax
S ), B, Imax

S ) . Since p∗R(B) = arg maxp U(pR, B, I
max
S ),

X + p∗R(B)X + p∗R(B)(B +B)− Imax
S > X + p∗R(Bc(Imax

S ))X + p∗R(Bc(Imax
S ))(B +B)− Imax

S

The expression on the right-hand side can be rewritten as

X + p∗R(Bc(Imax
S ))X + p∗R(Bc(Imax

S ))(Bc(Imax
S ) +B)− Imax

S + p∗R(Bc(Imax
S ))(B −Bc(Imax

S ))

which by the definition of Bc(Imax
S ) is equal to

X + pS(Imax
S )X +Bc(Imax

S )) + pS(Imax
S )B − Imax

S + p∗R(Bc(Imax
S ))(B −Bc(Imax

S ))

or rearranged equal to

= X + pS(Imax
S )X +B + pS(Imax

S )B − Imax
S + (1− p∗R(Bc(Imax

S )))(Bc(Imax
S )−B)

Since (1− p∗R(Bc(Imax
S )))(Bc(Imax

S )−B) > 0,

X + pS(Imax
S )X +B + pS(Imax

S )B − Imax
S + (1− p∗R(Bc(Imax

S )))(Bc(Imax
S )−B)

> X + pS(Imax
S )X +B + pS(Imax

S )B − Imax
S ≡ U(pS(Imax

S ), B, Imax
S )
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where the first inequality follows from the fact that p∗S = arg maxp U(pS, B,X) (and not

p∗R(B)).

Third, the owner-manager’s expected payoff decreases in I at a faster rate with risk-free than

with risky debt. Differentiating the owner-manager’s total expected payoffs with respect to

I yields
dU(p∗R(B), B, I)

dI
= −1

and
dU(pS(I), B, I)

dI
=
∂U(pS)

∂pS

dpS
dI
− 1 < −1

because ∂U(pS)/∂pS < 0 and dpS(I)/dI > 0.

As U(p∗R(B), B, Imax
S ) > U(pS(Imax

S ), B, Imax
S ) but U(p∗R(B), B,X) < U(pS(X), B,X) and

dU(p∗R(B), B, I)/dI > dU(pS(I), B, I)/dI, there must exist a unique level Ic(B) for which

U(p∗R(B), B, Ic(B)) = U(pS(Ic(B)), B, Ic(B)). Also, since p∗R(Bc(I)) < pS it must be that

PI(p∗R(Bc(I)))max ≥ Imax
S .

To establish the comparative static of Ic(B), we differentiate both sides of U(p∗R(B), B, Ic(B)) =

U(pS(Ic(B)), B, Ic(B))

∂U(p∗R, B, I
c(B))

∂pR

dp∗R(Bc(I))

dB
+ p∗R(Bc(I)) +

∂U(p∗R, B, I
c(B))

∂Ic
dIc(B)

dB

=
∂U(pS, B, I

c(B))

∂pS

dpS(I))

dI

dIc(B)

dB
+ 1 +

∂U(pS, B, I
c(B))

∂Ic
dIc(B)

dB

which simplifies to

p∗R(Bc(I)) =
∂U(pS, B, I

c(B))

∂pS

dpS(I))

dI

dIc(B)

dB
+ 1

since ∂U(p∗R, B, I
c(B))/∂Ic = ∂U(pS, B, I

c(B))/∂Ic = −1 and ∂U(p∗R, B, I
c(B))/∂p∗R = 0.

Rearranging gives

dIc(B)

dB
= − 1− p∗R(Bc(I))

∂U(pS, B, Ic(B))/∂pS · dpS(I)/dI
> 0

because 1− p∗R(Bc(I)) > 0, ∂U(pS, B, I
c(B))/∂pS < 0, and dpS(I)/dI > 0 (Proposition 10)

Q.E.D.
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6.2 Risk Aversion

Consider risk averse manager owner with Bernoulli utility function U(·) where U ′(x) >

0, U ′′(x) ≤ 0 for all x ≥ 0. Ex-ante optimal risk choice is found from

max
p

[pU(X +X) + (1− p)U(X)]

First-order condition is

U(X +X) + U ′(X +X)p∗raX
′ − U(X) = 0

Rearranging gives

U(X +X)− U(X)

U ′(X +X)
+ p∗raX

′ = 0

We need to compare this with the case when the owner-manager is risk-neutral, i.e. with

X + pX ′ = 0.

Since U(·) is concave, we know that

U(X +X)− U(X)

X
> U ′(X +X) ⇒ U(X +X)− U(X)

U ′(X +X)
> X ∀p ∈ (0, 1).

For decreasing pX ′ in p, we must have p∗ra > p∗0.

Ex-post optimal choice of risk for given α ∈ (0, 1) is found from

max
p

[pU(α(X +X)) + (1− p)U(α(X))]

FOC:

U(α(X +X)) + αU ′(α(X +X))praX
′ − U(αX) = 0

Rearrange terms:

U(α(X +X))− U(αX)

αU ′(α(X +X))
+ praX

′ = 0.

For logarithmic specification and homogeneous functions of degree t, the ex-post optimal

risk choice does not depend on the ownership stake α, that is, the following equality holds:

U(X +X)− U(X)

U ′(X +X)
=
U(α(X +X))− U(αX)

αU ′(α(X +X))
.
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Indeed, for log function we have:

log(α(X +X))− log(α(X))

α · 1
α(X+X)

= (X +X) log

(
X +X

X

)
.

.

For homogeneous functions we have U(αx) = αtU(x) and U ′(x) = t
x
u(x). Thus

αtU(X +X)− αtU(X)

α( t
α(X+X)

αtU(X +X))
= (X +X)

U(X +X)− U(X)

tU(X +X)
.

.
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